







Where do	we stand	and	where are	we going?
Liège	– 27	June 2018
Historically, semantic maps
• deal with morphs,
• are synchronic,
• are typologically oriented, i.e. based upon inter-linguistic comparisons,
• are a tool for presenting results.
As Egyptologist, I feel deeply concerned by the following issues:
1. how the corpus is constituted (a recurrent question in typology, but also in
comparative linguistics);
2. how to use semantic maps with an open lexicon (not only morphs);
3. how to integrate dynamicity, or at least some kind of temporal vectoriality;
4. are semantic maps tailored for the (fine-grained) study of one single
language?
5. how to integrate semantic maps into a larger project, to be more precise, how 






































• For	modern	 languages,	 it	depends	
• on	how	fine-grained	 the	(now	largely	electronic)	thesauri	one	
relies	on	are	analyzed.	
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5.	Semantic	maps:	a	stand-alone,	autonomous	product,	
or	a	part	of	a	larger	project?
• an	insightful	 manner of	presenting results,
• a	powerful tool for	asking new	questions,






































The graphic system of ancient Egyptian as a principled











































































Who should be involved?
• specialists of	a	(several)	linguistic domain(s),	 with a	sound philological experience
• linguists interested in	modelling (typologists,	 comparatists,	cognitivists)
• IT-guys
6.	By	way	of	conclusion

